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In the real world, liberty will be limited for a long time to come to self-liberated individuals
and (perhaps) libertarian mini-cultures and freeports. But this is not grounds for pessimism or
defeatism. One can forget about the herd and become free, once he exorcises the collectivist
spooks from his head.
-Rayo, Vonu: The Search for Personal Freedom
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Well, hey there. My name is Shane/Rayo2, and I’m the founder/Second Realm Coordinator
of The Free Republic of P.A.Z.NIA – Veritas, P.A.Z.NIA to be specific – as per Article 333,555,777,
Section 33 of the P.A.Z.NIA Constitution. My other roles here include (but are certainly not
limited to):


Lead Sheep Herder, Permaculture Farmer-In-Training, Lead Astronaut @ The P.A.Z.NIA
Secret Space Program/Freedom Observatory (S.S.P./F.O.), Prospector @ The P.A.Z.NIAN
Bitcoin Mines, Wordsmith @ the P.A.Z.NIA Lbry

In this P.A.Z.NIA STEAKholder Bulletin, we'll cover the progress and developments,
highlight the benefits of joining this Second Realm/P.A.Z.NIA Network (i.e. become a
STEAKholder!), & will conduct another re-examination of the future with new experiences &
knowledge under our belts.

*What have we accomplished in P.A.ZNIA since our inception? (A LOT,
thanks to our STEAKholders!)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A solid foundation for this Second Realm network
Birds (chicken, duck, & turkey) for meat & eggs
Free range ruminants (lambs & goats), with a number of them being raised for
nomadic STEAKholders
Four initial permaculture/garden zones, as well as an apothecary & herbal/medicinal
gardens
The official launch of the P.A.Z.NIA Secret Space Program, Department of
Transportation, & Department of Health & Wellness
The creation and utilization of the P.A.Z.NIA General Fund
The framework for this coming intentional community here at Veritas...
& more!

While I would have been able to slowly (and less enjoyably) build up the homestead alone,
the support (monetary & otherwise) from STEAKholders has helped to greatly expedite the
process...and for this, I’m eternally thankful.
And not only thankful, but extremely hopeful. After 5+ years of working through solutions
publicly and privately, the vision for this free future (#TheFreeRepublic) is finally coming together
in my head and becoming a manifested reality here in our shared, physical space and time.
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In 2020, just in time for VonuFest1, we set our goal of achieving food self-sufficiency with
Phase One of our overall vision here at Veritas. No deadlines or timelines were set, but it looks
like it may become a reality...and in under two years.
[Coordinator Note: Keep a lookout for the full food self-sufficiency guide highlighting what we've learned. It will be
released for free in the coming months in at least video, podcast, & article format, if not also physical paperback.]

For now, though, it's time to peer into the future...

*What is the P.A.Z.NIA vision for 2022 (& beyond)?
Our focus on food will certainly continue and advance in the background, but two other
critical items come to the forefront immediately:
1) Building The Second Realm/P.A.Z.NIA Network
2) Cutting Ties & Disconnecting From Babylon
Let's continue to build the Second Realm.

~~~

#1: Building The Second Realm/P.A.Z.NIA Network
Allies of freedom & self-liberation are everywhere, and the Internet has certainly showed us
that much. We've all connected in the digital realms, oftentimes on censorship-prone, privacyunfriendly platforms...but now it's time to rebuild all of our human institutions and arrangements
upon a framework of peace, cooperation, and voluntaryism, rather than the coercion/deception
so prevalent within the First Realm.
We've discussed a privacy-focused map of P.A.Z.NIAs/Second Realms to be made available
to FOUNDING (vetted) STEAKholders within the network; along with this, I envision an
overarching P.A.Z.NIA chat, with subgroups of various geographies across the USSA.
With physical & digital communications established, the possibilities are endless. Some ideas
posited by me or other self-liberators include:
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Seed exchanges -- whether just sending extra seeds to other P.A.Z.NIAs or
coordinating bulk seed orders
Division of labor -- different P.A.Z.NIAs can specialize in different things (i.e. high
quality animal nutrition here at Veritas, maybe manufacturing/construction at
another, etc.), making the entire network more resilient and less dependent upon the
First Realm
The P.A.Z.NIA Department of Transportation -- utilizing the nomadic proclivities of
our fellow vonuans to build a resilient, decentralized logistics and transportation
network

When traveling/nomadic, coordinating stops/stays at like-minded outposts prevents
time in the coercive First Realm, and transfers more resources to the Second Realm
Much easier coordination of physical (& digital) mutual aid
And more...

Of course, this is a non-exhaustive list.
Initial To-Do:
1) Put together directory of P.A.Z.NIAs/Second Realms to be included
2) Build map
3) Release on private/STEAKholder portion of website (still to-be-built)
~~~

#2: Cutting Ties & Disconnecting From Babylon
In the past, I've defined self-liberation as the constant action of shedding that which enslaves
and restricts, while simultaneously building and creating an environment in which freedom can
thrive.
Put another way, it's the cutting of ties, the disconnecting of one's self from Babylon, as well
as the building of resilient & decentralized alternatives. This is indeed what I've found to be the
most liberating actions to pursue.
In a more collective or community sense, this means the facilitation of off-grid water, off-grid
electricity, alternative sources of food outside of grocery stores, and most pertinent in the years
2020/2021, actual health & wellness using methodologies/remedies like Ayurveda, traditional
Chinese medicine, homeopathy, plant medicines/spagyrics, & much more.
What could the liberation of these human institutions from the First Realm look like? Let's
find out...
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[OFF-GRID WATER]
This one will be rather easy to accomplish, whether pre- or post-off-grid electricity, & with or
without a well dug.
One possibility available now: a simple water pump installed in the P.A.Z.NIAN Sea, fed
through the Live Pristine Water Revival System, would solve all water needs.

Not only does the LivePristine six-stage filtration process remove any heavy metals, fluoride,
pesticides, chlorine, and any other possible trace contaminants in the water, but stages 7, 8, and
9 are the remineralization, a coconut carbon filter (for enhanced flavor), and the
restructuring/recharging of the water (via the use of lodestones & quartz to simulate the
properties of a living stream), respectively.
The same solution (LivePristine) would be used with the well too.
To-Do:
1) Fix/obtain pump for P.A.Z.NIAN Sea or dig well
2) Purchase/install LivePristine system (~$2,000)

[OFF-GRID ELECTRICITY]

This is a relatively new area for me, and so I won't go into as much detail...but suffice it to
say, like the ancient relic technology more commonly known as "roads", it's time to evolve beyond
a fascist, centralized power grid maintained by aesthetically disgusting aboveground powerlines.
Not only are there two or three possible alternatives, but there are over a dozen I've come
across myself. The easy fallback is solar panels fed into a battery array, but other solutions like
the magnetic motors found here really expand the mind.
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And since P.A.Z.NIA is, by its design & nature, separate from the First Realm (and therefore,
no chasing of patents or Babylonian Magic Rectangles/FRN's), a free/liberating energy setup
could be distributed safely and reliably to our overarching network.
To-Do:
1) Conduct testing of magnetic motors & other possibilities

[ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF FOOD]

Once individuals/individual homesteads achieve a level of food self-sufficiency, the goal
might be to expand outwards. Instead of stopping at grocery stores in towns, fellow self-liberators
could plan their trips around these aforementioned self-sufficient homesteads, being able to have
both food self-sufficiency from the First Realm, as well as the potential benefits of nomadism.
Here at Veritas, we hope to sell garden-stuffs, lamb, duck, & bird eggs in 2022 to
STEAKholders, tourists, or trusted local trading partners. Raw and fermented dairy products will
be reserved for STEAKholders.
Our passion for this is not only as another source of Second Realm income, but because we
only wish to raise the highest quality animals, in accordance with their respective, species-specific
diets. They'll taste better & be more nutritious for us, and since they won't be chronically poisoned
(as is the case with feedlot animals), our animal friends at P.A.Z.NIA live much better lives, get to
roam around, and receive the utmost in gratitude for their service.

[HEALTH LIBERATION]

Almost regardless of where one finds themselves in the world at this moment in time, the
biggest coercer is indeed Babylon Pharmaceuticals. And despite what the quacks in white coats
might say or want you to perceive, allopathic medicine is a rather new phenomenon in the grand
scheme of humanity.
Even if a self-liberator (for some reason) desired a Babylon pharmaceutical poison, the
barriers-to-"care" will likely continue to get more coercive in the future, if the price for entry isn't
already too high. As an example, experimental gene therapy with longstanding consequences
could be a required precursor to a basic doctor's visit.
6
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But let's get back to fundamentals here...if any individual in question would simply, 1) stop
chronically poisoning themselves with toxic food, water, propaganda, etc., and 2) fix nutritional
deficiencies, the vast majority of so-called "dis-ease" would disappear, in my humble opinion and
with much supporting evidence.
And while the above two things really are the best prevention & methods to restore balance
in the body, Babylon Pharmaceuticals has done a number to many, including myself, with the
severe over-prescription of antibiotics and injectable poisons (& just Pharma "treatments" more
generally).
Sometimes, additional modalities and methodologies are necessary to restore said balance,
such as an SE-5 100 Intrinsic Data Field Reader, the AquaCure HydrOxy electrolyzer, ozone
therapy machines/generators, electrical/magnetic healing devices, and a supercritical CO2
extractor (for spagyrics/medicinal herbs), to name some examples.
Many of these things are rather expensive and just not feasible for one individual; especially
one not trained in their use or without a desire to learn.
One function I foresee of P.A.Z.NIA is that it's a health cooperative of sorts (The P.A.Z.NIA
Department of Health/Wellness), wherein STEAKholders will have access to the above (as we are
able to obtain them). Much like the bulk seed purchasing mentioned above, Veritas could also buy
& store large quantities of critically important remedies like DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide), shilajit
(fulvic & humic acid), nutritional/vitamin supplements (vitamins C, d3, k2, zinc/copper), etc.
This private membership setup (not serving the general public) would also provide another
layer of protection from the coercers.
Lastly, it's worth noting that Ora's Apothecary is already open & helping many here at The
Free Republic of P.A.Z.NIA...you can check out her products at her Etsy store, but email her
(oradeveritas@protonmail.com) to place an order if you like.
~~~

How can YOU join this Second Realm network AND help
to bring it to fruition?
JOIN THE SECOND REALM
I hope the overview above helps in further forming the vision of P.A.Z.NIA and the
overarching Second Realm network that is already being built.
We likely won't accomplish all-of-the-above in the year 2022, but much of it is definitely
feasible. It may just take a few years for all of it to come together.
So, how can you join the Second Realm and assist in bringing these visions to reality? Simply
put, become an HONORARY ($333 donation) or FOUNDING* ($555 donation)
STEAKholder.
Either STEAKholder membership includes:
 Discounts to other businesses/hustles in the agora
 Access to the Second Realm network of non-coercers
 As Veritas is built, opportunities could include:
7
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Another option for a bug-out location, with livestock/food/supplies awaiting you
at the property
o Be a part of the coming unique “intentional community”; help bring the homestead
up to self-sufficiency
Big donators who help to fund projects (The Freedom Observatory, The P.A.Z.NIA Lbry,
The Milton William Cooper Fallen Allies Memorial, etc.) will have the option to name the
area and be etched in permanence with a plaque
Access to The P.A.Z.NIA Department of Health/Wellness (healing devices &
treatments)(visitors must be vetted)
o




HONORARY STEAKholder Donation Tiers:
 [$3 DONATION] STEAKholder "ID" card
 [$55 DONATION] P.A.Z.NIA Sticker, "ID" card, & digital Self-Liberation Bundle from
Liberty Under Attack Publications
 [$99 DONATION] "ID" card, digital Self-Liberation Bundle, & P.A.Z.NIA Flag
 [$333 DONATION] All of the above + an official P.A.Z.NIA Passport, & P.A.Z.NIA Beach
Towel
 With special offers from Liberty Under Attack Publications
FOUNDING STEAKholders also receive:
 P.A.Z.NIA Flag, “ID”, P.A.Z.NIA Beach Towel, & P.A.Z.NIA Passport
 Access to the P.A.Z.NIA/Second Realm map & directory
 Be a part of the alternative/decentralized energy rollout
 Beta-test/contribute to the building of various infrastructure projects (i.e. The P.A.Z.NIA
Lbry)
 Lifetime 25% discount to Liberty Under Attack Publications and goods/services at
P.A.Z.NIA (meat, eggs, dairy, chicks, etc.)
 Early access to purchase items available at Veritas
 An exclusive invitation to our yearly gathering of self-liberators, VonuFest
(*FOUNDING STEAKholders/tourists must be vetted, not open to all.)
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FOR PREVIOUS STEAKholders:
 HONORARY STEAKholders: Secure your new HONORARY STEAKholder membership
at 50% off ($166)
 FOUNDING STEAKholders: Secure your new FOUNDING STEAKholder membership at
50% off ($388)
~~~

Donation Methods Accepted
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[THE FREE REPUBLIC OF P.A.Z.NIA]
STEAKHOLDER INFORMATION [UPDATED 7/2021]
1) STEAKHOLDER INVESTMENT SUMMARY

The Free Republic of P.A.Z.NIA is a 22-acre homestead, located in what
the servile society calls “southern Illinois”. Eventually, the objective is
an off-grid, self-sufficient intentional community, serving as a node in
the overarching Second Realm network.
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2) MARKET OVERVIEW
COVID1984, centralized supply/logistical chains, and just the general
ramp up of authoritarianism has accelerated the need for and focus on
organizing outside of “politically unsafe” platforms, whether in the
physical or digital realm. Furthermore, with additional forms of control
and restrictions on travel impending, the time is now to build up our
Second Realm alternatives.
P.A.Z.NIA solves numerous problems at the forefront of a free humanity:
1) food self-sufficiency, 2) stability/safety, 3) opportunities for income,
4) and the facilitating of human interaction/development of an alternative
culture.

~~~
BECOME A PAZNIAN TODAY & HELP INVEST IN THE FUTURE OF
FREEDOM!
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3) BUILDING PLAN
The plan for P.A.Z.NIA is laid out in what we’re calling “The Three Phases.”
[PHASE 1] A SOLID FOUNDATION
 The first phase is the general expansion of the homestead in a more
rapid fashion, with a focus on food self-sufficiency. Projects include
(but are not limited to):
o Expanding the pasture to accommodate more goats/lambs;
purchasing/planting hemp seeds in their grazing fields to add
a cannabinoid profile to the meat; chicken, duck, turkey, and
quail egg incubation starting in January.
o An expanded indoor “vegetable” grow room.
o Updated 7/2021: All accomplished, except for adding additional
seeds to the grazing fields.
[PHASE 2] NEXT STEPS
 Convert a portion of the shed to a house for a couple bison, yaks, or a
few pigs and fence up the other pasture; begin steps towards off-grid
well water (water testing, etc.); patch small pond and get ready for
fish.
 Updated 7/2021: 1) Building The Second Realm/P.A.Z.NIA Network, 2)
Cutting Ties/Disconnecting From Babylon (see above)
[PHASE 3] SEMI-PERMANENCE
 Focus on the construction of an intentional community; begin
permaculture farm; defense.

4) PLANNED/FUTURE PROJECTS
[THE MILTON WILLIAM COOPER FALLEN ALLIES MEMORIAL]
The MWC Fallen Allies Memorial will honor/remember those who came
before us. They might have been vociferous messengers of Truth; they might
have had the courage to stand up for what’s right in the face of tyranny; or
they might have become the unfortunate targets of the coercers.
The MWC Fallen Allies Memorial will ensure that their spirits and
memories live on.
Donators of $100 or more will be able to customize a plaque/etc.,
memorializing a self-liberator or freedom fighter of their choice.
[THE P.A.Z.NIA SECRET SPACE PROGRAM]
The acquisition of a telescope will mark the official *launch* of the
P.A.Z.NIA Secret Space Program. Science is about observation...so, let’s
observe.
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[COMPLETE, AS OF APRIL 2021]
[THE P.A.Z.NIA LBRY]
The P.A.Z.NIA Lbry will be a digital (and hopefully physical) archive of
books, guides, schematics, and anything else, on a wide variety of subjects:
gardening, raising livestock, permaculture farming, 3D printed gun files,
historical texts, etc.
It will be archived on multiple redundant and resilient platforms – the
aboveground Internet, the deep web, decentralized networks, blockchains,
etc. Funds raised for this will go to server/data storage costs; as this fund
grows, we will begin to investigate physical archives.

5) GEOGRAPHY/LOCATION
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Speaking in terms of legal interstices, The Self-Liberator’s Paradise is
located in an unincorporated area; this means that no one will come around
looking for building permits, electrical grid connections, or whatever
else.
P.A.Z.NIA is located 6-7 miles away from a gas station (Herrick); 10 miles
from a Dollar Store; and ~25 miles away from a medium-sized city (Vandalia),
which has grocery stores, liquor stores, etc.

6) P.A.Z.NIA WILDLIFE AND HUNTING PRESERVE
The beautiful wilderness encircling P.A.Z.NIA is well-supplied with
deer, squirrels, a local fishing pond containing bass, catfish, and
bluegill, and wild blackberries can be found seasonally. Also of note is
wild ginseng, golden seal, and plenty of other herbs/plants that could
carry value (monetary or otherwise).
I’m not saying it’s easy, but one of my neighbors lived out here forever,
his only source of income being his foragings. It’s possible, if you’re just
crazy enough!

7) THE NEXT FEW MONTHS...
Now that you have a more general understanding of the vision for
P.A.Z.NIA, let’s get into some concretes. What will the next few months look
like?
I hope to be well on my way through Phase 1. More specifically, come
January 1, I want to have all of the necessary supplies (including fertilized
eggs) to begin egg incubation. In order of importance/preference: chickens,
ducks, quail, and turkey. Each incubation cycle should be less than 30 days,
which means, by April/May, there should be a large, healthy, varied stock of
young birds – in other words, food that produces food!
By next year, I will have the pasture expanded to take up most of the west
side. This will allow for the purchasing of more lambs/goats.
Other things of note: alternate source of water for livestock? Lights,
etc. to expand vegetable room.
Your financial investment would certainly help to expedite the process.
[ALL COMPLETE AS OF 7/2021]

7) POTENTIAL INCOME SOURCES
One thing I’ve realized this year is the abundance of ways to make
money/create value on a homestead. These potential income sources are not
only ways to self-finance future upgrades to the homestead, but could also
be potential avenues for folks interested in joining the hopeful, future
intentional community.
The following is a portion of these ideas:
 Selling food (meat, eggs, dairy) – prices are only going up
 Wool – prices are going up, near $2/pound now; I don’t know how
profitable it is, but it’s an option
 Hemp/industrial hemp
 Etc.
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HAVE A CUSTOM DEAL/IDEA YOU’D LIKE TO DISCUSS?
LET’S FIND A TIME TO TALK!
 RESERVED PARKING/CAMPING?
 GETTING A LAMB/GOAT?
 BARTER ARRANGEMENTS?
 QUESTIONS/COMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS?
 OTHER???

$555 MINIMUM DONATION
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$333 MINIMUM DONATION
~~~

A serene scene from the first annual VonuFest.

Thank you for being here, and thank you for your support of The Free Republic & the
development of the Second Realm. Your efforts will not be forgotten.
-Yours in liberation,
Shane/Rayo2
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